Repeated Addition
Word Problems
Part 2

Solve each problem below. Use repeated addition.
Show your work in the space provided.

1. Greg is inviting his friends to ride in his family’s boat over the weekend.
Greg’s boat has 6 rows with 5 seats in each row. How many total people can ride in the boat?

Greg’s boat can seat _______ people.

2. DeShawn is calculating the total number of pants that he has. He lays out his pants in 8 rows. Each row has 3 pants in it. How many total pants does he have?

DeShawn has _______ pants.

3. Tiana is at the grocery store shopping for cereal. She notices that the cereal boxes are in 4 rows. Each row has 7 boxes in it. How many total cereal boxes are there?

There are _______ boxes of cereal at the grocery store.